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Abstract
This chapter presents an overview of optimization techniques followed by a brief survey
on several swarm-based natural inspired algorithms which were introduced in the last
decade. These techniques were inspired by the natural processes of plants, foraging
behaviors of insects and social behaviors of animals. These swam intelligent methods
have been tested on various standard benchmark problems and are capable in solving a
wide range of optimization issues including stochastic, robust and dynamic problems.
Keywords: optimization, artificial intelligence, swarm intelligence, nature-inspired and
bio-inspired computation
1. Introduction
Optimization is a form of mathematical procedure for determining optimal allocation of scare
resources. In recent years, the optimization area has received enormous attention primarily
due to the rapid emerging science and technology in computing, communication, engineering,
environment and society. Several types of optimization problems exist. Two important classes
of objects for most optimization problems are limited resources and activities. Resources
include land size, plant capacity and sales force. Whereas production activities are like produce
stainless steel, low carbon steel or high carbon steel; how we solve them will depend on the
circumstances to determine the best condition of activity levels using the resources available.
All optimization problems have an objective function, constraints, and choice variables which
will lead to the improvement in application or audience. For instance, tradeoffs between faster
algorithm with more consumption of memory and vice-versa are used to bring the greatest
interest to the audience [1].
© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
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distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
Three categories of optimizations techniques namely stochastic optimization (SO), robust optimi-
zation (RO) and dynamic optimization (DO) are presented in the following subsections with the
conclusions given on the advantages and application in practice for each technique. The main
motivation behind this study on the nature inspired computation is to identify among the
connection, social conduct and rise. This work is needed in the current scientific community to
utilize the use of computing to demonstrate the living marvels, to investigate and to enhance
our life by using computers. This study will substantially contribute in bringing the inspiration
of computerized solutions through a wide range of nature processes.
1.1. Stochastic optimization
Stochastic optimization (SO) process involves randomness in the minimization or maximiza-
tion of a function and lends itself to real-life phenomena which involve uncertainty and
imprecision. The randomness may be present as either noise in measurements or Monte Carlo
randomness in the search procedure, or both. Some common techniques of SO are: direct search
methods, stochastic approximation, stochastic programming, simulated annealing, genetic algorithms,
etc. These techniques can cope with the inherent system noise, and systems with high
nonlinearity and high dimensional models.
In other words, these models are derived, solved analytically or numerically and analyzed to
extract information to be presented to decision makers [2]. SO is important in analyzing,
designing and operating modern systems. Specific applications of SO in business include short
and long-term investment decisions, aerospace engineering in designing missile or aircraft,
new drug design and the network in traffic control. The challenge in real-life applications is
hard to estimate the accurate probabilistic description of the randomness, if such information
is available, stochastic programming can be applied as a powerful modeling tool. SO has the
advantage of solving problems in polynomial time. Theoretically, it guarantees the quality of
the solutions generated. Practically, SO is limited by its heavy dependency on the availability
of historical data and complex modeling [3, 4].
1.2. Robust optimization
Robust optimization (RO) is a rather new approach that deals with data uncertainty. The two
motivational factors of RO are firstly the uncertainty model is rather deterministic and set-
based. This motivational concept is the most appropriate notion of parameter uncertainty in
many applications. The second motivational factor is the computational tractability. For
instance, for a given optimization problem, multiple robust versions exist depend on the
structure of the uncertainty set, therefore maintaining tractability is important. The classifica-
tion models for RO includes local vs. global and probabilistic vs. non-probabilistic. Based on
the nature of the problem, this technique is also known as min-max or worst-case approach. It
provides a good guaranteed solution for most possible realizations of the uncertainty in the
data. It is also useful if some of the parameters belong to the estimation process and contains
estimation errors.
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One important concept in defining and interpreting robustness and the resulting models is
constraint robustness (model robustness) [5]. The application of RO in engineering is known
as robust design optimization or reliability-based design optimization where the solutions remain
feasible for all possible values of the uncertain inputs. RO methodology is applicable to
every generic optimization problem in which numerical data can be separated from the
structure of the problems. The challenge of RO is that it gives the same weight and values
to all of the uncertain parameters. The advantages of RO formulation are cost saving and
increment of stability, qualitative and quantitative robustness. The practical usage of RO is
that it does not significantly increase the complexity of the considered optimization prob-
lems in most cases [6, 7].
1.3. Dynamic optimization
Dynamic optimization (DO), also known as dynamic programming is a process of finding the
optimal control profile of one or more control parameters of a system. It is used to find the
possible number of solutions for a given problem. There are several approaches of DO such as
based on the calculus variations, deal with optimization discrete time and extend the static
optimization. Basically, the process of DO implementation involves a system controller, a
performance criterion and an algorithm to execute the control. Two key attributes of DO are
optimal substructure and overlapping sub-problems [8]. Four major steps on development of
DO algorithm are:
a. Characterize the structure of an optimal solution.
b. Recursively define the value of an optimal solution.
c. Compute the value of an optimal solution in a bottom-up fashion.
d. Construct an optimal solution from computed information.
The advantage of this paradigm: it performs the optimization recursively by dividing the
problems into a collection of simpler sub-problems. Each sub-problem is solved only once
using either top-down or bottom-up approach. To facilitate its lookup, a technique called
memorization is applied where the solutions of subproblems are indexed based on its input
parameter values, thereby solving computation time at the expense of modest expenditure in
storage space. Practically, the concept of DO is universal and flexible which can be applied to
the execution of any effort [9].
2. Algorithms
Artificial intelligence (AI) has been viewed as a regulation in computer science. It has been
developing and examining frameworks which work logically. Bio-inspired computation,
metaheuristics and computational intelligence are the common examples of algorithms from
numerous parts of AI. Bio-inspired computation utilizes the computing power to demonstrate
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the living marvels. Computational intelligence which emphasizes on strategy and outcome can
be broadly divided into five dominant fields: swarm intelligence, evolutionary computation,
artificial neural networks, artificial immune system and fuzzy systems. This chapter will be
focusing on a few swarm intelligence-based algorithms which are inspired by their natural
processes.
3. Swarm intelligence
Swarm intelligence (SI) is evaluated as an adaptive strategy which takes collective intelligence
as a behavior without centralized control structure on how an individual should behave. The
rules of SI are simple, self-organizing, co-evolution and being widely applied in the domains of
optimizing, searching methods, research in DNA computing improvement, heating system
planning etc. SI paradigm includes bird flocking, cuckoo search, animal herding and fish
schooling etc. However, the two dominant subfields of SI are ant colony optimization, inspired
by pheromone-trail of the ant behavior and particle swarm optimization, inspired by flocking
and swarming behavior [10].
However, providing a complete review to all the swarm-based algorithms is rather impossible.
The next sub-sections present the inspiration, working, metaphor and heuristic of eight popu-
larly known swarm-based methods. These methods have been introduced and implemented in
the last decade. The main challenges of the field and their future trends have also been
discussed.
3.1. Bat algorithm
Bat algorithm (BA) [11] helps in simplicity and flexibility. It is found to be very efficient in
handling nonlinear and multi objective issues. Bats have a special high-level capability of bio-
sonar (echolocation) which is used to find their prey, obstacles, roosting crevices detection and
discriminate different types of insects.
The efficiency of BA depends on the features below:
a. Automatic zooming: this capability is performed based on the automatic switch from
explorative direction to the local insensitive exploitation.
b. Frequency tuning: the variation of frequency is performed on the echolocation.
Microbats are the famous examples among all the bat species. The echolocation attribute of
microbat is used to model BA. Literature has reported a diverse range of BA applications such
as loading pattern of nuclear core in engineering optimization, nonlinear economic dispatch
problem, design of a power system stabilizer, size optimization for the skeletal structures
which consist of truss and frame, multilevel image thresholding which is an image processing
technique. In the context of inverse problem and parameter estimation, bat calculations have
been utilized in solving numerical improvement, advancing the brushless DC wheel engines,
and enhancing topological shape in microelectronic applications [12–15].
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There are some successful implementations of BA in SO. In their work of stochastic resonance for
MR images enhancement [16], proposed a neuron model that tapped on the BA multi-objective
optimization property to tune the parameters. In their work, the BA is utilized to maximize both
the image performance indices contrast enhancement factor and the mean opinion score. Their
results show that the method has improved the gray-white matter differentiation, which has
been found useful to diagnose MR images. In another work by [17], BA is adapted with inclusion
of two operations—(1) iterative local search, and (2) stochastic inertial weight to improve its
performance in terms of accuracy, speed and convergence stability. It is claimed that BA is easy to
fall into local optima and has unstable optimization results due to low global exploration ability.
The authors overcome the weaknesses of BA when their iterative local search algorithm disturbs
the local optimum and do some local re-search, such that the BA has better ability to get out of
the local optima. Adding with their stochastic inertial weight to disrupt the velocity updating
equation, it enhances the diversity and flexibility of bat population. They proved their results
based on 10 classic benchmark functions, CEC 2005 benchmark suite, and two (2) real-world
problems, in which they concluded with improved performance.
A robust tuning of power system stabilizer is demonstrated to be possible by using BA [18]. In
such scenario of RO application, the stability of the power system is highly critical. This paper
proposed BA to optimize the gain and the pole-zero parameters of the stabilizer. They com-
pared that the BA approach is superior than PSO optimization method. The optimization was
performed with objective function based on eigenvalue shifting to guarantee the stability of
nonlinear plant for a wide range of operating conditions.
A dynamic perceptive BA [19] is used to optimize particle filter for multiple targets tracking.
This is an example of DO in which the authors proposed a multiple-maneuvering-target
tracking algorithm and combined it with the BA to optimize particle filter typically used in a
modern radar tracking system. Their combined algorithm regards the particles as bats and it
simulates the behavior of bats preying by dynamically adjusting the radar tracking system’s
components of frequency, volume and pulse rate. This dynamic control of adjusting the
particle filter, adding with a joint probabilistic data association has enabled an improved
accuracy in target tracking even under a complex environment.
In other relevant applications, BA has been reported in data mining techniques of classifications
and clustering. BA has been applied in grouping microarray information, minimization of make
span and mean flow time to study half breed flow shop booking issues [20]. In the application of
image processing, BA has been utilized for full body human stance estimation. In this study, BA
has outperformed particle swarm optimization, particle filter and annealed particle filter. Bat based
model has also shown its effectiveness in envision coordinating as compared in evolution and
genetic algorithms [15]. In fuzzy logic and other applications, BA has been applied in investigating
the ideal capacitor position for misfortune decrease in dispersion frameworks. BA and fluffy
frameworks have also been utilized for energy displaying and energy changes in a gas turbine [15].
3.2. Firefly algorithm
The current population of firefly species is over 2000. The short and rhythmic blazing light of
fireflies is an astounding sight in the sky of the tropical and calm areas. This nature capability
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of fireflies inspired the firefly algorithm (FA) [21]. Bioluminescence is the process of generating
the flash light. The light is used to model the warning signals. Each objective function of
optimization problem is represented by different light intensity. They are some similarities
between FA and bacterial foraging algorithm. Their attractions are based on objective function,
fitness and distance respectively. FA can solve discrete and continuous optimization problems.
Kwiecien and Filipowicz [22] have applied FA in cost optimization of queueing systems. A
study carried out by Gandomi et al. [23] has proven that FA is better than other nonlinear
optimization techniques in designing the stepped cantilever beam. FA has been reported in the
recent literature as an efficient computational procedure for simultaneously generating multi-
ple different alternatives to an optimal solution [24].
FA has a wide spread of applications since its introduction, attributed mainly to its simplicity
of implementation as compared to some traditional approaches. In content-based image
retrieval, feature extraction has been done with the Euclidean distance estimation between
the pixels. However, such approach needs more precision, and this has motivated [25] to
employ FA to optimize the image features. Their work is closely related to SO as the potential
image features are stochastically found by FA. They benchmarked their FA image optimization
results with PSO and GA and discovered the differences of each model in terms of precision
and image recall. [26] also applied FA to solve a SO problem in linear phase finite impulse
response filter (FIR) design. Differential evolution (DE) is known as one of the best performer
in used for such problem. However, they proved through their simulation of designing FIR
filters that FA is better than other relevant algorithms (inclusive of PSO and GA). The improve-
ment was recorded not only in the convergence speed but also in the performance of the
designed filter.
Other variants of FA have also found their applications in several various disciplines. [27]
proposed a hybrid PSO-FA to solve a combinatorial optimization issue in floor planning. [28]
introduced a hybrid FA and DE method to estimate the parameters of the nonlinear biological
model. In the optimization design of sewer pipes, [29] has proposed a novel method by
combining a support vector regression and the FA to predict the minimum velocity required
to avoid sediment settling in the pipe channels.
3.3. Lion optimization algorithm
Lion optimization (LO) [30] is a population-based algorithm which was inspired by lion’s
social system and collaboration characteristics which can be described with the term ‘pride’.
The uniqueness of lion’s social behavior makes them the strongest mammal in the world. LO is
modeled based on two unique behaviors of lion: territorial defense and territorial takeover.
Based on these two behaviors, the solutions of LO are generated through three steps: (1) to
differentiate whether each cub solution is an original or a derived solution; (2) territorial
defense will proceed to evaluate and compare the existing and new solutions; (3) if the existing
solution is better than the new solution, then territorial takeover will keep the existing solution
to further improve it. LO can perform huge search space to solve continuous, single variable
and multi-variable optimization problems. LO algorithm has been validated using De-Jong’s
Type 1 function and the performance has been compared against evolutionary programming.
The results shown that LO performed better than evolutionary programming.
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LO is still in its early stage of application, both [31, 32] have experimented on its optimiza-
tion capability and benchmarked it on some function optimization problems. Both authors
concluded on the high performance of LO in functions optimization. While [33] has taken LO
further to perform clustering of data by utilizing the optimization capability of LO. Such
data clustering approach is very much a SO problem. In their work, the LO is modified with
the fractional theory to search the cluster centroids of data instead of typical distance
measurement.
3.4. Chicken swarm optimization algorithm
Chickens are sociable birds that they live in groups. Chicken swarm optimization (CSO)
algorithm [34] was inspired by the social behavior of chickens. Every chicken has their own
motion laws. The fitness values of the chickens will identify themselves as the roosters, hens
and chicks. These identities will put them into groups. The fittest, the weakest and the
intermediate chickens are simulated as a rooster, as a chick and as hens accordingly. The
hierarchal order plays a vital part in the group of chickens and this characteristic is used to
model CSO algorithm. CSO has been applied in solving the design of speed reducer effi-
ciently. In that research, a gearbox has been created with the design of most efficient speed.
The research on CSO has been promising. It has been used to improve the performance of the
greedy algorithm [35].
A deadlock-free migration of virtual machine consolidation is optimized using CSO [36]. In
such consolidation of services, two separate but related issues of virtual machine placement
and migration is a challenging optimization task. The authors proposed a consolidation
scheme utilizing CSO that turns the virtual machine consolidation problem into a vector
packing optimization based on deadlock-free migration. The optimization also helps to mini-
mize the energy consumptions. The proposed method achieved higher convergence rate as
compared to several other deadlock-free migration algorithms.
CSO is also applied to a classical job-shop scheduling problem in the work of [37]. An
improved version of CSO is also being applied to identifying the maximum power point
tracking control of a photovoltaic system [38]. CSO has also seek its application in disaggrega-
tion of non-invasive domestic appliances [39].
3.5. Social spider algorithm
Social spiders are organism living in groups. They are solitary and having aggressive charac-
ters among their own species. Their foraging behaviors and their corporation in performing
daily tasks are used to model social spider algorithm (SSA) [40]. In SSA, two different
evolutionary operators are created based on the gender of male and female spiders to divide
their tasks for predation, web design and mating. This algorithm can solve a wide range of
continuous optimization problems including minimization of molecular potential energy
function [41, 42]. SSA has been validated using standard benchmark problems to study its
performance. An analysis has been carried out on the performance SSA against particle
swarm optimization and artificial bee colony. The results shown that SSA has outperformed
the other techniques.
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SSA has some wide application in recent researches. An SSA is proposed to solve a non-convex
economic load dispatch problem [43]. Economic load dispatch (ELD) is one of the essential
components in power system control and operation. Most modern power system introduces
new models of the power units which are non-convex, non-differentiable, and sometimes non-
continuous; such RO problem is hence difficult to be solved by conventional mathematical
techniques. In this paper, the authors modified the SSA to suit the characteristics of ELD, and
their simulation results show that such ELD problem can be solved by SSA effectively and
efficiently.
Another example of employing SSA to a DO problem is proposed by [42] to solve the trans-
mission expansion planning in electrical power system. The authors tested SSA in solving the
transmission expansion planning problem of three benchmark systems having 6-busses, 46-
busses, and 87-busses. They achieved great performance as well as reduction in the total
investment cost.
In a multi-objective optimization problem of QoS-aware web services, [44] applied SSA to
perform optimized selection of numerous functionality in the web services involving complex
tasks delivery. They studied current approaches of GA and PSO to realize that the time
performance of such approaches is still a great concern. The proposed SSA has outperformed
PSO in terms of both execution time and fitness.
3.6. Spider monkey optimization algorithm
Spider monkey (SM) [45] is a population-based optimization algorithm which was inspired by
the intelligent ways of spider monkeys to search for the most suitable food sources. The
excellency of food source corresponds to the fitness of a solution. Major characteristics and
the strategies of SM algorithm are similar to artificial bee colony algorithm. The exploration
and exploitation functions allowed SM algorithm to perform huge search space and generate
greatest feasible solutions. SM algorithm is simple and speedy. It is used to solve numerical
optimization problems.
An example of SM application in continuous numerical optimization can be found in the work
of [46]. They modified SM to enable it for solving some constrained optimization problems.
Their proposed SM was tested on the well-defined constrained optimization problems of
CEC2006 and CEC2010 benchmark sets. The algorithm acquired some promising results when
compared to PSO, artificial bee colony and DE methods.
Although SM could be best to implement for a numerical problem, several other researchers
have applied it to some wider scope of optimization problems. Both [47, 48] in their separate
studies, have proposed SM to solve antenna optimization. [47] focuses their work in the
thinning of concentric circular antenna arrays. While such thinning problem is a binary opti-
mization, the original SM might not be suitable. Hence, they suggested their version of binary
SM in which it must handle the logical operators of the thinning problem. Their results proved
the competence and superiority of a binary SM as compared to existing metaheuristic algo-
rithms. On the other hand, [48] applies SM to synthesize the factor of a linear antenna’s array
and to optimally design an E-shaped patch antenna. They discovered that their SM, when
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compared to traditional method for such optimization problem, can reach optimum solutions
with less number of iterations.
3.7. African buffalo optimization algorithm
African buffalo optimization (ABO) algorithm [49] was inspired by the practice of African
buffalos in the vast African forests and savannahs in finding pastures. Three specific charac-
teristics of these animals are used to model ABO algorithm. Firstly, these animals have high
memory capacity. This skill enables them to monitor their routes up to thousands of kilometers
in Africa continent. Secondly, they communicate among themselves using two specific vocali-
zations: ‘maa’ and ‘waa’ to support each other in surviving. Lastly, African buffalos practice
‘democracy’ system in making decisions.
The information of every buffalo’s past and current location is used in tackling the issue of
premature convergence. Leading buffalo’s search space and the experience of all other buffalos
complement to the exploration and exploitation strategies in ABO. This algorithm utilizes only
learning parameters, therefore it is a simple and yet easy to implement algorithm which
guarantees quick convergence. The efficiency and powerful features of this algorithm are
capable in solving knapsack problems. ABO has been validated using traveling salesman
benchmark problems to study its cost effectiveness. A study has been carried out on the
comparative CPU time for ABO against Genetic Algorithm, Honey Bee Mating Optimization,
Ant Colony Optimization, Simulated Annealing and Adaptive Simulated Annealing with
Greedy Search. ABO has outperformed all other techniques to obtain the solutions at an
incredibly fast rate.
[50] has used ABO to solve the well-studied Traveling Salesman’s Problem (TSP). They
performed ABO on 33 benchmark symmetric TSP and observed excellent exploration and
exploitation of the search space through regular communication, cooperation, good memory
of its previous individual and collective exploits. They concluded that ABO is as competitive as
other algorithms superior in TSP.
In another DO example, ABO is used to optimize parameters tuning of proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controller [51]. The PID controller in their study is used to automatically
regulate voltage. It was noted that existing metaheuristic tuning methods have been proven
to be quite successful, but the authors wanted to improve the gain overshoot and steady state
errors of the system. They gained some encouraging results with ABO when it was compared
to several other optimization algorithms.
3.8. Flower pollination algorithm
The goal of plants, like any other living organism is producing offspring for the next gener-
ation. Pollination is the process of transferring pollen grains from the male anther of a flower
to the female stigma. Two types of pollinations process are self-pollination and cross pollina-
tion. When pollen grains are produced, pollinators will spread it among the flowers to either
local or global flow of pollination. The process of passing the pollen grains from the stamens
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to the ovule-bearing organs during pollination is used to model flower pollination algorithm
(FPA) [52].
The assumption on the current version of FPA: each flower only produces one pollen gamete.
The time complexity of FPA is shorter; therefore, it is flexible and easy to implement. A study
has been carried in structural engineering to evaluate the cost optimization of tubular column
under compressive load using FPA against Cuckoo search algorithm, fuzzy rules and engi-
neering optimization techniques. The results showed that FPA is the most efficient method and
the convergence of the algorithm is very effective. This algorithm has been applied for solving
continuous, single objective and multi-objective optimization problems. It can be improved
further to apply in the areas of image compression and graph coloring. FPA has successfully
converged in shape matching problem based on a relatively new branch called atomic poten-
tial matching model [53].
FPA is applied to a visual tracking problem in the work of [54]. In their model, visual tracking
is considered to be a process of optimal reproduction of flowering plants. This is a typical
example of DO. FPA is then presented with a switch probability that changes dynamically
with generation numbers. To compare the tracking ability of the FPA tracker, the tracking
accuracy of particle filter, mean shift and PSO are studied as well. Comparative results show
that their method outperforms the other three trackers. Other applications of FPA can be found
in the works of [55–57]. [55] proposed a FPA to optimize a SO problem of static economic
dispatch incorporating wind farm. [56] worked on the sizing optimization of truss structures.
Again, this is another example of SO. While [57] applied FPA on a DO problem of photovoltaic
parameters optimization. Through their simulation, FPA is recommended as the fastest and
the most accurate optimization technique for the optimal parameters extraction process, after
benchmarking it on several other methods.
4. Conclusion
All different creatures survive with their own unique behaviors and features. Their character-
istics are concealing in the natural world. This chapter has reviewed eight natural inspired
algorithms mainly from the field of swarm intelligence. These techniques are becoming pow-
erful in numerical optimization and have shown remarkable robustness, high accuracy and
have immense capacity in solving different types of optimization problems.
In dealing with real world problems of optimization, we are now presented with even more
choices of algorithm thanks to inspirations form the nature, as well as persistence research
contributions by many researchers. However, with more choices means it could be even harder
to decide which one of the algorithms is a better candidate for a problem at hand. Based on
No-Free-Lunch theorem, there is surely no single best algorithm for every problem. The
complexity, characteristics and diversity of optimization problems mean that it is very unlikely
to have a single method that can handle all types of optimization problems. This is very much
the current state of research in optimization, despite the abundance of nature inspired algo-
rithms being added to the solution pool.
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Moving ahead, the research community is definitely not looking for a single most powerful
algorithm to solve all types of problem. Indeed, we might witness even more successful
variants of algorithm being developed from their current counterparts. This is a trend we have
observed since any introduction of a new algorithm being inspired. It is also possible that more
and more new optimization algorithms are to be inspired, given that the vast unknown and
untested phenomena in the nature are still beyond our exploration.
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